S02 ALARM SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to your new S02 alarm system from Fortress Security
Store. This easy-to-use, self-install burglar alarm system works
with one or more loud sirens to alert anyone nearby of a possible break-in. Using your existing phone line, the system can
also call you and alert you when you’re away from home.
In this User Manual, you will find the following sections:

QUICK START

Quickly get up and going with your first time setup

THE BASICS

Learn the basic day-to-day features of your system

ADVANCED

Dive into the details of customizing your system

HOW DOES THE S02 ALARM SYSTEM
WORK?

When the alarm is triggered, any sirens will start making noise
to scare off intruders and alert you. Additionally, if connected
to a phone line, it will call the phone number(s) you program
and play a brief recorded message (which you record). A Zone
Number will also appear on the screen to indicate which sensor triggered the alarm. The system can be armed in Home
mode to protect the perimeter of the house while allowing you
to move around freely inside. Some accessories such as smoke
alarms will trigger the alarm even if the system is disarmed.

WHERE TO FIND USEFUL INFORMATION
AND VIDEOS

A great collection of FAQ articles and videos for getting started
are available online. Visit our website and click on the Support
tab.
https://www.FortressSecurityStore.com
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QUICK START
If you’re anything like us and don’t want to have to read an
entire manual to set up your system, this quick start guide is
the perfect solution.
Here’s a breakdown of the Quick Start guide:
• What’s In Your Box
• First Time Testing
• Installation
• Zone Chart

WHAT’S IN YOUR BOX?

• All S02 systems come with at least the items above.

We offer multiple sizes of the S02 kit. Look for the size you
purchased on the table on the next page to see what sensors
you have and what zones they are programmed to.
• If you purchased a custom-built kit, this chart may not reflect how your system is configured.
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FIRST TIME TESTING
To turn on your panel for the first time, plug in the included
power cable to the wall and into your panel, then turn the
power switch ON.

ON / OFF

GETTING YOUR SENSORS READY
Some sensors will have a battery tab or a plastic protective
covering over them. Before you get started testing, follow
these steps:
• Remove battery saver tabs
• Turn on any sensors with a power switch
• Plug in sensors that require power
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TESTING YOUR SENSORS

We recommend you test all your sensors/sirens before you
install your system. This will help you ensure that everything
is working as it should.
To test your sensors, follow the steps below:
• Arm your system *
• Trigger a sensor **
• Make sure that you see the sensors zone number appear on
the screen (this means the alarm was triggered)
• Disarm the system.
• Repeat the steps above until all sensors have been tested.

To arm, press and hold ‘Out’ or ‘Home’ until the panel beeps.
To disarm, type in 1234, then press the Disarm button.
* If you have questions on how to arm/disarm the system,
refer to page 10.
** If you are unsure how to trigger one of your sensors, refer
to page 14.

Note: When testing your motion detectors, be sure to arm the
system in Out mode. They will not trigger the alarm in Home
mode.

TESTING YOUR SIRENS
Plug in all sirens and turn on the power switches if applicable,
then trigger your alarm. It does not matter which sensor you
trigger; it is only important that the alarm goes off.
Be sure all sirens are sounding, then disarm your system.
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INSTALLATION DO’S AND DON’TS

This table addresses some common questions you may have
during the setup process. Set it up right the first time, and save
on painkillers from the headache you avoided!

Note: Do not mount any transmitters directly on metal. This
will ensure that the transmissions from the sensors make it to
the main panel successfully and reliably.
More detail about programming the system can be found in
our advanced setup instructions on page 14. Alternatively, visit
our website and click on the Support Tab.
https://www.FortressSecurityStore.com/
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ZONE CHART
Before installing your sensors, we recommend you write
down their intended location. This will help you remember
which sensor is in what area.
Each sensor has a number. That number is the zone it is assigned to
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Note: If you need more space, there is room at the back of the manual.
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SYSTEM BASICS
This section will teach you how to set up the basics of your security system, above and beyond the information in the Quick
Start section.
Here’s a breakdown of the System Basics section:
• Telephone Setup
• Entry Delay Setup
• Arming/Disarming [In Depth]
• Setting A New Password

TELEPHONE SETUP
In order for you system to complete calls, you will need to plug
it into a landline. Completing both steps below is not necessary; you will only need to plug your phone base station into
the S02 if you have only one landline wall jack.
Follow these steps to set it up:
• Plug the phone cable from your wall jack into the Out Line
Port on the S02 panel.
• If using on a shared phone line, plug a cable from your telephone port to your phone base station

Note: We recommend using a dedicated phone line for your
alarm system. Sharing a line with anything else can cause disruptions or keep the security system from being able to make
or receive calls.
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PROGRAMMING PHONE NUMBERS
The S02 system has a self-monitoring feature, which means
that the system can optionally call up to 6 different phone
numbers and play a brief recorded message. An existing phone
line with a working dial tone is required for this feature.
To program a phone number into slot 31, follow the below
steps:

There are 6 available slots where you can program up to 6
phone numbers. These slots are numbered 31 through 36. The
example above shows how to program a number into slot 31,
but you can use any number between 31 and 36. The system
will call the numbers in the order they are stored.
Note: You can use up to a 14-digit phone number.

RECORD A MESSAGE
When your system calls you, it will play a recorded message.
If you do not record anything on your panel, the line will be
silent when you answer the panel’s outgoing call.
To record a message, follow the steps on the next page.
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LISTEN TO THE MESSAGE
If you would like to listen to your pre-recorded message, you
will need to plug a telephone into the same line as the Main
Panel. To listen on an attached telephone line follow these
steps:

Alternatively, program a telephone number into your system,
trigger your alarm, then wait for it to call you.

TESTING THE ALARM PHONE CALL FEATURE
To test the alarm phone call feature, arm your system, trigger
a sensor, then wait for a phone call.
Note: The panel will call each contact three times or until
someone answers and presses #. If no one presses #, the panel
will continue to cycle through each contact.
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ENTRY DELAY SETUP
Each Zone in the system can optionally be set to have
an Entry Delay. For more information about zones
and their settings, see “Zone Settings” on page 16.
To set an entry delay, follow the steps below:

ARMING/DISARMING
There are a few different methods you can use to arm and disarm your system. We recommend testing each of the different
methods, so that you can familiarize yourself with the system’s
behavior, and so you’ll always feel comfortable arming and disarming your system quickly.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OUT AND HOME
In Home mode, all sensors with a home type attribute will
be inactive (your motion detectors are set to home mode if it
was programmed by us). All perimeter sensors (door/window
contacts, glass break, etc.) and emergency sensors will remain
active.
In Out mode, all sensors are active by default.
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WAYS TO ARM/DISARM YOUR SYSTEM
Telephone Arm / Disarm
To utilize this feature, you will need to have your system
plugged into a telephone connection. You can only arm the
system in Out mode when using your phone. (More information on page 18.)
• Dial your landline phone number.
• Once your system answers you will hear a beep
• Type in your password followed by #
• Press 1 to arm your system in Out mode or press 2 to disarm your system
• Press # to hang up the call

Remote Control Arm / Disarm
• Press the button that looks like a locked padlock to arm in
Out mode

•This will start the exit delay countdown.

• Press the button that looks like a house to arm in Home
mode.

•This will arm the system immediately.

• Press the button that looks like an unlocked padlock to
disarm the system.

Main Panel Arm / Disarm
• Press and hold Out button for 2 seconds to arm in Out
mode.

•This will start the exit delay countdown.

• Press the Home button for 2 seconds to arm in Home mode.

•This will arm the system immediately.
• Type in your password (Default password is 1234) then
press Disarm to disarm your system.
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CHANGING YOUR PASSWORD
Your system’s default password is 1234. Make sure to change
this password as soon as you finish setting up your system. We
recommend keeping your password in a safe location so you
don’t forget it.
Follow the below steps to change your password:
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ADVANCED SETUP
Now that we know how to set up the system and start using it,
you may be interested to know what other customizations and
settings can be applied to make the system truly yours.

ADDING/REMOVING ACCESSORIES
STOP! New systems are already pre-programmed!
You should only need to program new items added later.
Since you bought a new system from us, everything has been
programmed for you. Each sensor will have its zone number
on the box or on the sensor itself. The only time you will need
to program a sensor is if you purchase new ones after you have
already received your system, or a customer service representative suggests that you do.
Note: Your system will remain programmed even if the main
panel loses power.

GETTING IN / OUT OF PROGRAMMING MODE
To get into Programming Mode on your S02 panel, type in
your password then press # (By default, the password is
1234.)
• You will hear two beeps if you successfully entered
Programming Mode, and the Out and Home LEDs will be lit.

To exit Programming Mode, either press Return or wait 20
seconds.
• You will hear two beeps if you successfully exited Programming Mode.
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PROGRAMMING SENSORS
STOP! New systems are already pre-programmed!
You should only need to program new items added later.

If you are unsure on how to trigger your sensor, see the table
below:
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DELETING SENSORS

Before you decide to delete all the sensors from your system, keep in
mind that you will have to reprogram all your sensors and remotes
again. This is not a full factory reset of the system. Other settings,
such as your password and your programmed phone numbers will
still remain the same.
Deleting All Sensors and Remotes:

SYNCING SIRENS

To program a siren, follow the steps below. The siren will need to
be placed into programming mode, and it’s different for each siren.

• Disconnect any other sirens first to prevent them from going off
• Get your siren into programming mode
• Press an emergency button (remote, panic button, or main panel)
• Your siren will beep several times
• Disarm the system.
• Turn off and unplug the siren for at least 10 seconds.
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ZONE AND SYSTEM SETTINGS
ZONE SETTINGS
The S02 alarm system has 32 numbered Zones (01-32). Each
Zone may contain up to 10 accessories each.
Each Zone can have one attribute assigned to it which controls
how the accessories within that Zone will behave.

To change the attribute of any zone, follow the below
instructions:
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SYSTEM SETTINGS
All System changes will begin with your password followed
by #. This gets you into Programming Mode (both Out and
Home lights will be lit). Once you have entered in the command, press Return to exit programming mode.
ZZ stands for zone number. Be sure that you are entering a
2-digit number like 05 instead of 5.
XX stands for a time increment. Be sure to use a 2-digit
number and that it is an accepted value.
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CONTROLLING YOUR SYSTEM REMOTELY
SELF MONITORING
If you would like to monitor your system, you will need to program a phone number into your system and have your panel
plugged into an active landline. If you are unsure on how to
set this up, see page 7.
When Calling The Main Panel
Calling your main panel will only work if there is no other device on the line that picks up before it (like a fax or answering
machine). If you have your S02 set up correctly (See page 7),
follow the steps below:
• Dial the landline’`s phone number.
• The S02 will answer and emit one beep (You will be able to
hear this on the panel and the phone you are calling from)
• Enter your password on the phone followed by #
• Press the command key on your phone from the table below that you would like to perform.

When Recieving A Call From The Main Panel
If the panel calls you, you do not need to enter your password.
You can press # to prevent the system from calling other numbers in the list, then you can place a call into the panel, enter
your password, and arm or disarm the system as needed.
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NO MONITORING
Your system does not need to call anyone to work. If you don’t
have a landline, or do not want to use one, your system will
still make an excellent local alarm. All alarm functions will still
work without a landline connected.

WIRED SENSORS
Your system has a BUS bar on the back that can hold up to 6
wired sensors (or 6 circuits of wired sensors). If you have some
third-party wired sensors, you can connect them to your S02
alarm system there. Wired sensors are “Instant,” meaning that
they will trigger the alarm immediately whenever the system
is armed in Home mode or in Out mode.
Support for third-party sensors would be handled by the
third-party provider.

HOOKING UP WIRED SENSORS
• Connect the Signal Wire to a numbered port on the BUS
bar, and connect the Ground Wire to the GND port.
• If you have any sensors that require power, you can connect
the power to the +9V port.
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PANEL BEHAVIOR
This section is a quick reference for how the panel behaves
and what the lights and beeps indicate.

4 SHORT BEEPS

Unrecognized Command, or Incorrect Password

3 BEEPS EVERY 10 SECONDS

No Phone Number(s) Programmed, or the phone line has
been cut. See page 8 and/or page 17.

ONLY THE POWER LIGHT IS LIT

This indicates the system is currently Disarmed.

ALARM LIGHT IS LIT

This indicates that the alarm has been triggered and needs to
be disarmed.

ALARM LIGHT IS BLINKING

The panel has already been disarmed, and the Zone number
is remaining on the screen as an informational message. This
can be cleared by entering your 4-digit password, then pressing Disarm.

OUT LIGHT IS BLINKING

The system is currently counting down for the Exit Delay to
give you time to leave the building before the system is fully
armed. When it’s armed, the panel will beep and the Out
light will be lit up solid.

OUT AND HOME ARE BOTH LIT

This indicates that the panel is in Programming Mode. If
no commands are entered, the panel will time out and exit
Programming Mode automatically. Otherwise you can press
Return to exit Programming Mode.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN PANEL

Power Supply:
AC: 220V±10% DC: 12V [US 110-220V AC]
Rechargeable backup battery (internal): Ni-MH DC=7.2V
Working Current: ≤ 50mA
Alarm Current: ≤300mA
Wireless Receiving Frequency: 433MHz±0.5MHz
Wireless Receiving Sensitivity: 5mV/m
Anti-Jamming Sensitivity: 1V/m (freq. range: 20-1000MHz)
Outside Alarm Siren: <110db
Working Condition:
Temperature 14 - 104 °F, Relative Humidity≤90%

DOOR / WINDOW CONTACT SENSOR
Battery: 12V 23A
Static Current: ≤20uA
Transmission Current: ≤15mA
Transmission Frequency: 433MHz±0.5MHz
Wireless range (line of sight): 150 feet
Transmitter/Magnet Gap Distance: ≤ 1/2 inch
Working Condition:
Temperature 14 - 104 °F, Relative Humidity≤90%

PIR MOTION DETECTOR

Battery: 9V DC
Static Current: ≤100uA
Transmission Current: ≤20mA
Transmission Frequency: 433MHz±0.5MHz
Wireless range (line of sight): 150 feet
Detection Speed: 1 - 10 ft/sec
Detection Distance: 15 - 25 ft
Detection Range: Horizontal 110° Vertical 60°
Working Condition:
Temperature 14 - 104 °F, Relative Humidity≤90%
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
REMOTE CONTROL KEY FOB

Battery: 12V DC
Static Current: 0
Transmission Current: 15mA
Transmission Frequency: 433MHz±0.5MHz
Wireless range (line of sight): 150 feet
Working Condition:
Temperature 14 - 104 °F, Relative Humidity≤90%
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